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Greek astronomy

Rough periodization

I 600-400 B.C. Philosophical speculations on the universe

I 400-300 B.C. Plato, Aristotle:
Eudoxus: First qualitative geometrical model of planetary
motion.

I 300-150 B.C. Beginning of (primitive) quantitative approach.

I ca. 150 B.C. - 150 A.D. Adaptation of Babylonian methods
and results

I 150 A.D. Ptolemy’s Almagest
Quantitative geometric theory for sun, moon, and planets.
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Beginning of philosophical speculations on the universe

600 - 400 B.C.E.: Beginning of
philosophical speculations on the
universe

I No evidence of systematic
observations

I Few and unreliable Greek
sources

I Thales, predicion of solar eclipse
in 585 B.C.E., by methods
imported from Babylon??

I Idea that earth is a sphere

I Metonic cycle (432 B.C.): 19
years = 235 synodic months
(imported from Babylon?)

Greece
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Philosophy of Plato (427-347 B.C.E, Athens).
I (Republic, Book VII):

Phenomena are imperfect
manifestations of eternal,
unchanging, ideas

I We do not want to study the
(imperfect) heavens that are
visible; “It is absurd to take so
much pains in investigating
their exact truth”.

I “ the true motions of absolute
swiftness and absolute
slowness . . . are to be
apprehended by reason and
intelligence, but not by sight.”

(Plato is fascinated by nice
mathematics: integer numbers,
regular polyhedra)
Platonic axiom:
The astronomer has “to save the
phenomena” = to explain the
(apparent) irregularities in the
motions of the heavenly bodies by
combinatons of uniform circular
motions.
(this Platonic axiom is not mentioned in extant works by

Plato, but in Simplicius’ commentary of Aristotle, De Caelo)
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Aristotle (384-322 B.C.E.), De Caelo

I Universe is spherical; its
center is the center of the
(spherical) earth. Earth is at
rest. Sublunary region consists
of four elements (earth, water,
air, fire). Heavens consist of a
fifth element.

I Natural motion of the heavens
is uniform spherical motion
around the center of the
universe

Aristotle
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Eudoxus (ca. 400 B.C. - 347 B.C.)

Model of planetary motions

Eudoxus created model of the
planetary motions, in agreement
with the Aristotelian philosophy,
using (34) homocentric nested
spheres.

I Each planet is embedded in a
transparent sphere.

I Each sphere revolves uniformly
around an axis, which can be
attached to the previous
sphere

I Most planets need 4 spheres
to explain their motion.
Eudoxos needed 27 spheres

I For Mars, Venus and Mercury,
the spheres cannot be
constructed in such a way that
they correctly explain the
numerical data
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Eudoxus: the hippopede

Two extra spheres for average motion in
ecliptic and for daily motion of the
universe

I Astronomy of the day
picture, 2003 Dec 16

I Retrograde motion of
mars (one picture per
day)
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300-200 B.C.E.: First beginnings of quantitative
geometrical approach

I Eratosthenes (ca. 250
B.C.E.): determination of
obliquity of the ecliptic, and of
radius of the earth.

I Aristarchus (ca. 250 B.C.E.):
determination of sizes and
distances of sun and moon.

I Heliocentric model of
Aristarchus is mentioned in
Archimedes

I 225 B.C.E.: Apollonius:
Epicycles

Eratosthenes and the radius of
the Earth

Idea: distance Alex-Syene /
circumference of the earth = 1/50.
N.B. Distance was 1/50th of
circumference, degrees still
unknown in Greece. circumference
= 62

7 times radius
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Hipparchus, 150 B.C.E: Quantitative geometrical approach

I Massive adaptation of
Babylonian observations and
parameters (for example,
anomalistic lunar month)

I Quantitative geometric theory
of sun (eccenter), full and new
moon (epicycle)

I Development of trigonometry
and trigonometrical tables

I Astronomical predictions
became possible

I Star catalogue. Discovery of
precession

I Most of the information on
him is preserved in Ptolemy’s
Almagest

I Hipparchus was probably the
greatest genius of Greek
astronomy.
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Hipparchos (continued)

Imported from Babylon

I Ecliptic, divided into 12 equal
signs of 30 degrees each

I Sexagesimal system (degree =
60 minutes, minute = 60
seconds)

I Mathematical metholodogy -
arithmetical schemes (replaced
by geometry by Greeks)

I Many Babylonian observations
and parameters, used by
Hipparchus and later by
Ptolemy
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Statement for discussion

“Astronomy had at its basis simple observable facts, . . . leaving
only little room for philosophical doctrines.
Wherever philosophical speculations found a foothold, . . . the result
was disastrous enough to forestall a better insight for many
centuries.”

O. Neugebauer, A History of Ancient Mathematical Astronomy
vol. 2, p. 572
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Web & Literature

Website
See http://ww.jphogendijk.nl/ias.html for links.

Literature
Pannekoek, chapter on Greek astronomy (beginning and sections
on Aristotle and Plato until Hipparchus), sections 9, 11, 12.
English version: pp. 95-105, 113-132.
Nederlandse versie: pp. 78-86, 92-110.

Further reading (not necessary for the exam):
O. Neugebauer, A History of Ancient Mathematical Astronomy,
New York 1975 (difficult)
O. Neugebauer, The exact sciences in antiquity, Princeton (nice
light reading)
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Exam question

Explain the role of philosophy in the development of ancient Greek
astronomy. Is the role in your opinion positive or negative? Give
arguments and use in your answer at least two specific examples.
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